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TENSOR PRODUCTS OF FUNCTION SYSTEMS REVISITED
KYUNG HOON HAN
Abstract. Based on the Archimedeanization developed by Paulsen and Tomforde,
we give an explicit description for the positive cones of maximal tensor products of
function systems. From this description, we obtain an approximation theorem for
nuclear maps between function systems. As an application, we give elementary proofs
on several characterizations of nuclear function systems that are already known.
1. Introduction
A real vector space V is called an ordered real vector space if there exists a cone
V ` Ă V such that V ` X ´V ` “ t0u. The cone V ` induces a partial order by v ě w
if and only if v ´ w P V `. For an ordered real vector space pV, V `q, an element e in
V is called an order unit if for each v in V , there exists a real number r ą 0 such that
re ě v. We call an order unit e an Archimedean order unit if εe ` v P V ` for any
ε ą 0 implies that v P V `. The order norm of an ordered real vector space with an
Archimedean order unit is defined by
}v} “ inftr ą 0 : ´re ď v ď reu.
An ordered real vector space equipped with an Archimedean order unit is called an
Archimedean (partially) ordered (vector) space [Ka, PT] or a function system [Ef, NP].
Kadison proved that every Archimedean ordered space can be embedded into a real
continuous function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space through a unital order iso-
morphism that is also isometric with respect to the order norm [Ka]. Kadison’s rep-
resentation theorem for an Archimedean ordered space justifies the alternative term
function system.
The tensor products of function systems have been studied in [NP] and [Ef]. Two
extremal tensor products of function systems, the minimal tensor product and the
maximal tensor product were considered. A function system V is called nuclear if
V bmin W “ V bmax W for any function system W . Along the line of the duality
between function systems and compact convex sets, Namioka and Phelps proved that
the nuclearity corresponds to the Choquet simplex [NP, Theorem 2.2].
Recently, Paulsen and Tomforde introduced the Archimedeanization [PT] and this has
been applied to operator system theory in a series of papers [PTT, KPTT1, KPTT2].
In this paper, we focus on its application to function systems. Section 3 gives an
explicit description for the positive cones of maximal tensor products of function systems
applying the Archimedeanization. Based on this, we prove that the maximal tensor
product is projective as a bifunctor on the category consisting of function systems
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and unital positive maps. Section 4 applies the ideas of [HP] to function systems and
obtains an approximation theorem for nuclear maps between function systems. As an
application, we give elementary proofs for several characterizations of nuclear function
systems that are already known [Ef, Theorem 7.4], [NP, Theorem 1.4].
The referee kindly pointed out to the author that there has been another line of
research on tensor products of Archimedean partially ordered vector spaces with order
unit and Archimedeanization procedures, mainly influenced by Fremlin and extended
by others, for which we refer to [El, F, GL, BR, GK].
2. Preliminaries
Two extremal tensor products of function systems have been studied in [NP] and [Ef,
Section 7]. Suppose that V and W are function systems. Given faithful representations
ϕ : V Ñ CpXq and ψ : W Ñ CpY q, their tensor product ϕ b ψ : V bW Ñ CpX ˆ Y q
is also faithful [Ef, Section 7]. The minimal tensor product V bmin W is defined as the
function system structure on V bW induced by ϕ b ψ. The minimal tensor product
is independent of the choice of the faithful representations ϕ and ψ [Ef, Lemma 7.1].
The minimal tensor products of function systems have an alternative description. The
positive cone of the minimal tensor product V bmin W is given by
pV bmin W q
` “ tz P V bW : pf b gqpzq ě 0, f P SpV q, g P SpW qu,
where SpV q denotes the state space on V [NP].
Let pV bW qd denote the algebraic dual of V bW . The maximal state space is defined
as
SmaxpV bW q :“ tr P pV bW q
d : r|V `bW` ě 0u
which is a weakd compact convex subset of pV b W qd. We can regard elements of
V bW as continuous affine functions on SmaxpV bW q. This is a faithful realization.
The maximal tensor product V bmax W is defined as the function system structure on
V bW induced by the inclusion V bW Ă CpSmaxpV bW qq [Ef, Section 7].
If ϕ : V1 Ñ V2 and ψ :W1 Ñ W2 are unital positive maps, then their tensor products
ϕ b ψ : V1 bmin W1 Ñ V2 bmin W2 and ϕ b ψ : V1 bmax W1 Ñ V2 bmax W2 are unital
positive. In particular, ϕ b ψ : V1 bmin W1 Ñ V2 bmin W2 is an order embedding if ϕ
and ψ are order embeddings. This is not true for the maximal tensor product.
There is a natural duality between compact convex sets and function systems. For
a compact convex set K, the space ApKq of real continuous affine functions on K is
a function system. For a function system V , the state space SpV q equipped with a
weak˚-topology is a compact convex set. By the barycenter formula [A, Proposition
1.2.2], the state space SpApKqq consists entirely of evaluations at points in K. In fact,
the state space SpApKqq is affinely homeomorphic to K. Conversely, the continuous
affine functions ApSpV qq consists entirely of evaluations at elements in V . The affine
function system ApSpV qq is unitally order isomorphic to V .
Let P pKq denote the cone of real continuous convex functions on a compact convex
set K. For µ, ν P MRpKq, the Choquet order is defined as
µ ă ν ô µpfq ď νpfq, @f P P pKq.
Roughly speaking, the Choquet order measures how far the mass of a measure is dis-
tributed to the outside. A complex measure µ on a compact convex set K is said to
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be a boundary measure if |µ| is a maximal element of M`pKq with respect to the Cho-
quet order. Every point x in a compact convex set K can be represented by a positive
normalized boundary measure µ; that is,
apxq “
ż
K
apyqdµpyq, @a P ApKq.
The boundary measure associated with each point in K is unique if and only if the dual
space ApKq˚ is lattice ordered. In this case, we call K a Choquet simplex.
A function system V is called nuclear if V bmin W “ V bmax W for any function
system W . Namioka and Phelps proved that a compact convex set K is a Choquet
simplex if and only if the continuous affine function system ApKq on K is nuclear.
Dually, a function system V is nuclear if and only if its state space SpV q is a Choquet
simplex.
Paulsen and Tomforde introduced a functorial process, called Archimedeanizaton, for
forming an Archimedean ordered space from an ordered real vector space with an order
unit. Given an ordered real vector space pV, V `q with an order unit e, we let
D :“ tv P V : εe` v P V ` for all ε ą 0u and N :“ D X´D.
The Archimedeanization VArch of V is defined as an ordered real vector space pV {
N,D ` Nq with an order unit e ` N . Then, VArch is an Archimedean ordered space.
The Archimedeanization is characterized by the universal property that it satisfies: for
an Archimedean ordered space W and a unital positive map ϕ : V Ñ W , there exists
a unique unital positive linear map ϕ˜ : VArch ÑW with ϕ “ ϕ˜ ˝ q.
V
q //
ϕ   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ VArch
ϕ˜||②②
②②
②②
②②
W
We say that a subspace J of an Archimedean ordered space V is an order ideal of
V if p P J and 0 ď q ď p imply that q P J . The Archimedean quotient of V by J is
defined as the Archimedeanization of pV {J, V ``J, e`Jq. Given Archimedean ordered
spaces V,W and a unital positive linear map ϕ : V Ñ W , the Archimedean quotient
by kerϕ is unitally order isomorphic to pV { kerϕ, pV { kerϕq`, e` kerϕq, where
pV { kerϕq` :“ tv ` kerϕ : @ε ą 0, Dj P kerϕ such that j ` εe` v P V `u.
The map ϕ˜ : V { kerϕ Ñ W given by ϕ˜pv ` kerϕq “ ϕpvq is a unital positive linear
map.
V
q //
ϕ ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ V { kerϕ
ϕ˜zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
W
3. Maximal tensor products of function systems
First, we give an explicit description for the positive elements in the maximal tensor
products of function systems applying Archimedeanization. We define
V ` bW` :“ t
nÿ
i“1
vi b wi P V bW : n P N, vi P V
`, wi P W
`u
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and
D :“ tz P V bW : @ε ą 0, z ` εeV b eW P V
` bW`u.
For v P V and w P W , we have
}v}}w}eV b eW ˘ v b w
“
1
2
p}v}eV ˘ vq b p}w}eW ` wq `
1
2
p}v}eV ¯ vq b p}w}eW ´ wq P V
` bW`.
Hence, pV bW,V ` bW`, eV b eW q is an ordered real vector space with an order unit.
Given z P D and f P SpV q, g P SpW q, we have
0 ď pf b gqpz ` εeV b eW q ď pf b gqpzq ` ε
for any ε ą 0. It follows that D Ă pV bmin W q
`, so N :“ D X ´D “ t0u. Hence, the
triple pV bW,D, eV b eW q is an Archimedeanization of pV bW,V
` bW`, eV b eW q.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that pV, V `, eV q and pW,W
`, eW q are function systems. Then
the maximal tensor product V bmax W coincides with the Archimedeanization pV b
W,D, eV b eW q of pV bW,V
` bW`, eV b eW q.
Proof. Ă) Let z P pV bmax W q
` and f be a state on pV b W,D, eV b eW q. Since
V ` bW` Ă D, we have f |V `bW` ě 0, so f P SmaxpV bW q. It follows that fpzq ě 0
for all states f on pV bW,D, eV b eW q. By [PT, Proposition 2.20], z belongs to D.
Ą) Let z P D and f P SmaxpV bW q. Since z ` εeV b eW P V
` bW` for ε ą 0, we
have
0 ď fpz ` εeV b eW q “ fpzq ` ε.
It follows that fpzq ě 0, so z P pV bmax W q
`. 
The maximal tensor products of function systems are characterized by the following
universal property.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that V,W and Z are function systems and Φ : V ˆW Ñ Z
is a bilinear map such that Φpv, wq P Z` for all v P V ` and w PW`. Then there exists
a unique positive linear map Φ˜ : V bmax W Ñ Z such that Φpv, wq “ Φ˜pv b wq.
V ˆW //
Φ ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
V bmax W
Φ˜yytt
tt
tt
tt
tt
Z
Proof. Suppose that z P pV bmax W q
`. Then, we have z ` εeV b eW P V
` bW` for
any ε ą 0. It follows that
0 ď Φ˜pz ` εeV b eW q “ Φ˜pzq ` εΦpeV , eW q ď Φ˜pzq ` ε}ΦpeV , eW q}eZ
for any ε ą 0. Since eZ is Archimedean, Φ˜pzq belongs to Z
`. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that V and W are function systems. A functional ϕ :
V bmax W Ñ R is positive if and only if its associated linear map Lϕ : V Ñ W
˚ is
positive.
Proof. Since
xLϕpvq, wy “ ϕpv b wq, v P V, w PW,
Lϕ : V Ñ W
˚ is positive if and only if ϕ : V ˆW Ñ R is a positive bilinear map. By
Proposition 3.2, this is equivalent to the positivity of ϕ : V bmax W Ñ R. 
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The second dual of a function system is also a function system [Ef, Proposition 3.7].
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that V,W are function systems and ιW : W Ñ W
˚˚ is a
canonical inclusion. Then the map
idV b ιW : V bmax W Ñ V bmax W
˚˚
is an order embedding.
Proof. Suppose that idV bιW pzq P pV bmaxW
˚˚q` and ϕ P SpV bmaxW q. By Proposition
3.3, the associated linear map Lϕ : V Ñ W
˚ is positive. Since the composition ιW˚˝Lϕ :
V Ñ W ˚˚˚ is also positive, its associated functional ϕ^ on V bmax W
˚˚ is a state by
Proposition 3.3 again. From
ϕpzq “ ϕ^pidV b ιW pzqq ě 0, ϕ P SpV bmax W q,
we see that z P pV bmax W q
`. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that pV, V `, eV q and pW,W
`, eW q are function systems.
The order norms } ¨ }VbminW and } ¨ }VbmaxW are cross norms with respect to the order
norms of V and W . In addition, the inequality } ¨ }VbminW ď } ¨ }VbmaxW holds.
Proof. Let v P V and w PW . From
}v}}w}eV b eW ˘ v b w
“
1
2
p}v}eV ˘ vq b p}w}eW ` wq `
1
2
p}v}eV ¯ vq b p}w}eW ´ wq P V
` bW`,
we see that } ¨ }VbmaxW is a subcross norm. By the definition of the order norm, the
inclusion pV bmaxW q
` Ă pV bminW q
` implies the inequality } ¨ }VbminW ď } ¨ }VbmaxW .
It follows that
}v}}w} “ supt|pf b gqpv b wq| : f P SpV q, g P SpW qu
ď }v b w}VbminW
ď }v b w}VbmaxW
ď }v}}w},
because f b g is a state on V bmin W . 
Let A P MmpRq and B PMnpRq. We denote the functional
X PMmpRq ÞÑ trpXAq P R
by trp ¨ Aq. From
A˚AbB˚B “ pAbBq˚pAbBq and trp ¨ Aq b trp ¨ Bq “ trp ¨ pAbBqq,
we see that
pMmpRq bmax MnpRqq
` ĂMmnpRq
` Ă pMmpRq bmin MnpRqq
`.
Since the transpose map t on M2pRq is a unital positive map and
idM2pRq b tp
¨
˚˚
˝
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‚q “
¨
˚˚
˝
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‚RM4pRq`,
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we see that ¨
˚˚
˝
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‚P M4pRq` z pM2pRq bmax M2pRqq`
and ¨
˚˚
˝
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‚P pM2pRq bmin M2pRqq` z M4pRq`.
Definition 3.6. Suppose that T : V ÑW is a unital positive surjective linear map for
function systems V and W . We call T : V ÑW an order quotient map if for any w in
W` and ε ą 0, we can find an element v in V such that
v ` εeV P V
` and T pvq “ w.
The key point of the above definition is that the lifting v depends on the choice of
ε ą 0. By slightly modifying [PT, Theorem 2.45], we obtain the following proposition,
which justifies the term order quotient map.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that T : V Ñ W is a unital positive surjective linear map
for function systems V and W . Then T : V Ñ W is an order quotient map if and only
if T˜ : V { ker T ÑW is an order isomorphism.
Proof. T : V ÑW is an order quotient map
ô @w PW`, @ε ą 0, Dv P V, v ` εeV P V
` and T pvq “ w
ô @w PW`, Dv P V, v ` ker T P pV { ker T q` and T˜ pv ` ker T q “ w
ô T˜ : V { ker T Ñ W is an order isomorphism.

Recall that a bounded linear map T : V Ñ W for normed spaces V and W is called
a quotient map if it maps the open unit ball of V onto the open unit ball of W .
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that T : V ÑW is a unital positive linear map for function
systems V and W . If T : V ÑW is a quotient map, then it is an order quotient map.
Proof. Let w PW` and ε ą 0. Then we have
´
1
2
}w}eW ď w ´
1
2
}w}eW ď
1
2
}w}eW .
There exists an element v in V such that
T pvq “ w ´
1
2
}w}eW and }v} ď
1
2
}w} ` ε.
It follows that
v `
1
2
}w}eV ` εeV P V
` and T pv `
1
2
}w}eV q “ w.

The following theorem shows the projectivity of the maximal tensor product.
Theorem 3.9. For function systems V1, V2,W and an order quotient map Q : V1 Ñ V2,
the linear map Qb idW : V1 bmax W Ñ V2 bmax W is an order quotient map.
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Proof. Let z P pV2 bmax W q
` and ε ą 0. Then we have
z `
ε
2
eV2 b eW P V
`
2 bW
`.
We write
z “
nÿ
i“1
vi b wi ´
ε
2
eV2 b eW
for vi P V
`
2 and wi PW
`. There exists ui in V1 such that
Qpuiq “ vi and ui `
ε
2n}wi}
eV1 P V
`
1
for each 1 ď i ď n. It follows that
pQb idW qp
nÿ
i“1
ui b wi ´
ε
2
eV1 b eW q “
nÿ
i“1
vi b wi ´
ε
2
eV2 b eW “ z
and
p
nÿ
i“1
ui b wi ´
ε
2
eV1 b eW q ` εeV1 b eW
“
nÿ
i“1
pui `
ε
2n}wi}
eV1q b wi `
nÿ
i“1
ε
2n
eV1 b peW ´
1
}wi}
wiq
P V `
1
bW`

4. Nuclear function systems
A function system V is called nuclear if the identity
V bmin W “ V bmax W
holds for any function system W .
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that E is a finite-dimensional function system and s is a
faithful state on E. Then, pE˚, pE˚q`, sq is a function system.
Proof. Let f be a linear functional on E. Since the set K :“ tx P E` : }v} “ 1u is
compact and spxq ą 0 for any x P K, the continuous function |f
s
| has a maximum M
on K. Then we have ´Ms ď f ďMs. Suppose that f ` εs ě 0 for any ε ą 0. Then
0 ď pf ` εsqpxq “ fpxq ` εspxq
for all ε ą 0 and x P E`, so f ě 0. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that E and W are function systems with E finite dimen-
sional. Then z P pE˚ bmin W q
` if and only if its associated linear map Tz : E Ñ W is
positive.
Proof. Since E is finite dimensional, every positive functional on E˚ is an evaluation vˆ
for some v P E`. We have
z P pE˚ bmin W q
` if and only if 0 ď pvˆ b fqpzq “ fpTzpvqq
for all v P E` and f P pW ˚q`, which is equivalent to the positivity of Tz : E Ñ W . 
We apply the idea of [HP, Theorem 3.1] to function systems.
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Theorem 4.3. Suppose that Φ : V Ñ W is a unital positive map for function systems
V and W . The following are equivalent:
(i) the map
idA b Φ : Abmin V Ñ Abmax W
is positive for any function system A;
(ii) the map
idE b Φ : E bmin V Ñ E bmax W
is positive for any finite dimensional function system E;
(iii) there exist nets of unital positive maps ϕλ : V Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
and ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
Ñ W such
that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to the map Φ in the point-norm topology.
V
Φ //
ϕλ   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ W
ℓ8nλ
ψλ
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii).
piiiq ñ piq. First, let us show that ℓ8n is nuclear. We choose an element
řn
i“1 xi b ei
in pAbmin ℓ
8
n q
`. We have
0 ď pf b e1jqp
nÿ
i“1
xi b eiq “ fpxjq
for all f P SpAq and 1 ď j ď n. We see that xj P A
`, thus
nÿ
i“1
xi b ei P A
` b ℓ8n
`
.
Hence, ℓ8n is nuclear. The map
idA b ψλ ˝ ϕλ : Abmin V Ñ Abmin ℓ
8
nλ
“ Abmax ℓ
8
nλ
Ñ Abmax W
is unital positive. Since } ¨}AbmaxW is a cross norm by Proposition 3.5, pidAbψλ ˝ϕλqpzq
converges to idA b Φpzq for each z P A b V . It follows that z P pA bmin V q
` implies
idA b Φpzq P pAbmax W q
`.
piiq ñ piiiq. Let E be a finite dimensional function subsystem of V and s be a faithful
state on E. By Proposition 4.1, pE˚, pE˚q`, sq is a function system. By Proposition 4.2,
we can regard the inclusion ι : E Ă V as an element in pE˚ bmin V q
`. The restriction
Φ|E : E Ñ W can be identified with an element pidE˚ b Φqpιq. By assumption, this
belongs to pE˚ bmax W q
`. We consider the directed set
Ω “ tpE, εq : E is a finite dimensional function subsystem of V , ε ą 0u
with the standard partial order. Let λ “ pE, εq. For any ε ą 0, the restriction Φ|E can
be written as
Φ|E ` εsb eW “
nλÿ
k“1
fk b wk
for nonzero fk P pE
˚q` and wk P W
` (1 ď k ď nλ). The map
f : x P E ÞÑ pf1pxq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fnλpxqq P ℓ
8
nλ
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is positive, and we may assume that fpeV q “ pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cmλ , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q for ck ą 0 by
rearrangement. For x P E`, we have
0 ď fpxq ď }x}fpeV q “ }x}pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cmλ , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q.
Since every element in E can be written as a difference of positive elements in E and
each fk is assumed to be nonzero, we have that mλ “ nλ and fpeV q is invertible.
Because
nλÿ
k“1
fk b wk “
nλÿ
k“1
fk
fkpeV q
b fkpeV qwk,
we may assume that f is a unital positive map. By the Krein theorem, f : E Ñ ℓ8nλ
extends to a unital positive map ϕλ : V Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
. We define a positive map ψ1λ : ℓ
8
nλ
ÑW
by
ψ1λpc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cnλq “
nλÿ
k“1
ckwk.
For x P E, we have
}Φpxq ´ ψ1λ ˝ ϕλpxq} “ }Φpxq ´
nλÿ
k“1
fkpxqwk} “ ε}spxqeW } ď ε}x}.
Hence, we can take nets of unital positive maps ϕλ : V Ñ ℓ
8
n and positive maps
ψ1λ : ℓ
8
nλ
Ñ W such that ψ1λ ˝ ϕλ converges to the map Φ in the point-norm topology.
Since each ϕλ is unital, ψ
1
λp1nλq converges to eW . Let us choose a state ωλ on ℓ
8
nλ
and
set
ψλpcq :“
1
}ψ1λ}
ψ1λpcq ` ωλpcqpeW ´
1
}ψ1λ}
ψ1λp1nλqq.
Then ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
ÑW is a unital positive map such that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to the map Φ
in the point-norm topology. 
As an application of Theorem 4.3, we give elementary proofs of known characteriza-
tions of nuclear function systems [Ef, Theorem 7.4], [NP, Theorem 2.2] except for the
implication from the last.
Theorem 4.4. Let V be a function system. The following are equivalent:
(i) V is nuclear;
(ii) we have
V bmin E “ V bmax E
for any finite dimensional function system E;
(iii) there exist nets of unital positive maps ϕλ : V Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
and ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
Ñ V such
that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to idV in the point-norm topology;
(iv) there exist nets of weak˚-continuous unital positive maps ϕλ : V
˚˚ Ñ ℓ8nλ and
ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
Ñ V ˚˚ such that ψλ ˝ϕλ converges to idV ˚˚ in the point-weak
˚ topology;
(v) the second dual V ˚˚ is injective;
(vi) given V Ă V ˚˚ Ă CpKq with a compact set K, there exists a unital positive map
Φ : CpKq Ñ V ˚˚ such that Φ|V “ idV ;
(vii) given both any function system W1 containing V and a function system W2, the
inclusion V bmax W2 Ă W1 bmax W2 is an order embedding;
(viii) given both any function system W containing V and a finite dimensional func-
tion system E, the inclusion V bmax E ĂW bmax E is an order embedding;
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(ix) given both any function systems W1 ĂW2, the inclusion V bmaxW1 Ă V bmaxW2
is an order embedding;
(x) the state space SpV q is a Choquet simplex.
Proof. Putting V “ W and Φ “ idV in Theorem 4.3, we obtain the equivalences
piq ô piiq ô piiiq. For a compact set K, we can show that CpKq satisfies (iii) using the
partition of unity. For the details, see the proof of [L, Theorem 2.3.7]. The implications
pvq ñ pviq, pviiq ñ pviiiq and piq ñ pixq are trivial.
piiiq ñ pivq. The proof consists of the idea of [EOR, Thoerem 4.5] and the pertur-
bation argument. Take ε ą 0 and a finite dimensional function subsystem E of V ˚˚
and a finite dimensional subspace F of V ˚. By the principle of local reflexivity, we can
choose a linear map θ : E Ñ V such that }θ} ă 1 ` ε, θpvq “ v for v P E X V and
xθpxq, fy “ xx, fy for x P E, f P F . By the second condition, the map θ : E Ñ V is
unital. By assumption, there exist unital positive maps ϕ : V Ñ ℓ8n and ψ : ℓ
8
n Ñ V
such that }ψ ˝ ϕpθpxqq ´ θpxq} ď ε}θpxq} for all x P E. Since the inclusion ι : E Ă V ˚˚
is the dual map of ι˚|V ˚ : V
˚ Ñ E˚, the map ι˚|V ˚ : V
˚ Ñ E˚ is a quotient map.
Applying this to each coordinate of ϕ ˝ θ : E Ñ ℓ8n , we obtain its weak
˚-continuous
extension ϕ1 : V ˚˚ Ñ ℓ8n with }ϕ
1} ă 1` ε.
E 
 //
θ

V ˚˚ //
ϕ1

V ˚˚
ℓ8n
ψ
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
V
ϕ
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤ idV // V
?
OO
Suppose that V Ă CpKq for a compact set K. By the Hahn-Banach theorem and the
Riesz representation theorem, ϕ1|V : V Ñ ℓ
8
n is the restriction of pµ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , µnq : CpKq Ñ
ℓ8n for some µk PMRpKq with }µk} ă 1` ε.
CpKq
pµ1,¨¨¨ ,µnq
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
V
?
OO
ϕ1|V
// ℓ8n
Let µk “ µ
`
k ´ µ
´
k be the Jordan decomposition. Then, we have
µ`k p1q ě µ
`
k p1q ´ µ
´
k p1q “ µkp1q “ 1.
It follows that
}µk ´
µ`k
µ`k p1q
} “ }µ`k ´ µ
´
k ´
µ`k
µ`k p1q
}
ď }µ´k } `
µ`k p1q ´ 1
µ`k p1q
}µ`k }
“ }µ´k } ` }µ
`
k } ´ 1
“ }µk} ´ 1
ă ε.
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Let ϕ2 : V ˚˚ Ñ ℓ8n be the second dual of the restriction of p
1
µ`
1
p1q
µ`1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
1
µ`n p1q
µ`n q on
V . Then ϕ2 : V ˚˚ Ñ ℓ8n is a weak
˚-continuous unital positive map satisfying
}ϕ1 ´ ϕ2} “ }ϕ1|V ´ ϕ
2|V } ď maxt}µk ´
µ`k
µ`k p1q
} : 1 ď k ď nu ă ε.
For all x P E and f P F , we have
|xψ ˝ ϕ2pxq ´ x, fy|
ď|xψ ˝ ϕ2pxq ´ ψ ˝ ϕ1pxq, fy| ` |xψ ˝ ϕ ˝ θpxq ´ θpxq, fy| ` |xθpxq ´ x, fy|
ăp2ε` ε2q}x}}f}.
The index set tpε, E, F qu is directed in such a way that pε1, E1, F1q ď pε2, E2, F2q if and
only if ε1 ě ε2 and E1 Ă E2, F1 Ă F2.
pivq ñ pvq. Suppose thatW1 ĂW2 are function systems and Φ : W1 Ñ V
˚˚ is a unital
positive map. Let Φλ : W2 Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
be a unital positive extension of ϕλ ˝ Φ : W1 Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
.
Then the point-weak˚ cluster point of ψλ˝Φλ : W2 Ñ V
˚˚ is the unital positive extension
of Φ : W1 Ñ V
˚˚.
W2
Φλ // ℓ8nλ
ψλ
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
W1
?
OO
Φ // V ˚˚
id
V ˚ //
ϕλ
==④④④④④④④④
V ˚˚
pviq ñ piq. Suppose that V ˚˚ Ă CpKq for a compact set K. By Proposition 3.4, we
have
V bmin W // CpKq bmin W “ CpKq bmax W
ΦbidW// V ˚˚ bmax W
V bmax W.
?
OO
pvq ñ pviiq. Since there exists a positive projection from W ˚˚1 onto V
˚˚, the inclusion
V ˚˚ bmax W2 Ă W
˚˚
1
bmax W2 is an order embedding. By Proposition 3.4, we have
W1 bmax W2
  // W ˚˚1 bmax W2
V bmax W2
  // V ˚˚ bmax W2.
?
OO
pviiiq ñ piiq. Suppose that V Ă CpKq for a compact set K. The conclusion follows
from
V bmax E
  // CpKq bmax E
V bmin E
  // CpKq bmin E.
pixq ñ piq. Suppose that W Ă CpKq for a compact set K. The conclusion follows
from
V bmax W
  // V bmax CpKq
V bmin W
  // V bmin CpKq.
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piiiq ñ pxq. Suppose that f and g are linear functionals on V . The net ϕ˚λ ˝ ψ
˚
λ :
V ˚ Ñ V ˚ converges to idV ˚ in the point-weak
˚ topology.
V ˚
id
V ˚ //
ψ˚
λ   
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
V ˚
ℓ1nλ
ϕ˚
λ
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
The ordered space ℓ1nλ “ pℓ
8
nλ
q˚ is lattice ordered. Let h P V ˚ be a weak˚ cluster
point of ϕ˚λpψ
˚
λpfq _ ψ
˚
λpgqq. Applying ϕ
˚
λ to ψ
˚
λpfq, ψ
˚
λpgq ď ψ
˚
λpfq _ ψ
˚
λpgq and taking
limit, we see that f, g ď h. If f, g ď k, then ψ˚λpfq, ψ
˚
λpgq ď ψ
˚
λpkq. Applying ϕ
˚
λ to
ψ˚λpfq _ ψ
˚
λpgq ď ψ
˚
λpkq and taking limit, we also see that h ď k.
For pxq ñ piq, see [NP, Theorem 2.2]. Alternatively, see [Ef, Lemma 6.3, Corollary
6.4] for pxq ñ pvq. 
5. The complex case
An ordered ˚-vector space pV, V `q is a pair consisting of a ˚-vector space V and a
proper cone V ` in Vh. We may define a partial ordering on Vh by defining v ě w if
and only if v ´ w P V `. If pV, V `q is an ordered ˚-vector space, an element e P Vh is
called an order unit for V if, for all v P Vh, there exists a real number r ą 0 such that
re ` v ě 0. If pV, V `q is an ordered ˚-vector space with an order unit e, then we say
that e is an Archimedean order unit if v P V ` whenever v P V and εe ` v ě 0 for any
ε ą 0. In this case, we call the triple pV, V `, eq an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space.
Paulsen and Tomforde proved that every Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space can be
embedded into a complex continuous function algebra on a compact Hausdorff space
through a unital order isomorphism that is also isometric with respect to the minimal
order norm [PT, Theorem 5.2].
In this section, we consider the tensor products of Archimedean ordered ˚-vector
spaces. For ˚-vector spaces V and W , the involution on V bW is defined as
pv b wq˚ “ v˚ b w˚
for v P V and w PW .
Definition 5.1. Suppose that pV, V `, eV q and pW,W
`, eW q are Archimedean ordered
˚-vector spaces.
(1) We define a minimal tensor product V bminW as pV bW, pV bminW q
`, eV beW q,
where pV bminW q
` “ tz P V bW : pf b gqpzq ě 0 for all f P SpV q, g P SpW qu.
(2) We define a maximal tensor product V bmaxW as pV bW, pV bmaxW q
`, eV beW q,
where pV bmax W q
` “ tz P V bW : z ` εeV b eW P V
` bW` for all ε ą 0u.
If a norm } ¨ } on V satisfies }v} “ }v˚} for all v P V and extends the order norm on
Vh, then we call it an order norm on V . Two extremal order norms on Archimedean
ordered ˚-vector spaces are defined in [PT, Definition 4.4] and [PT, Definition 4.6]. The
minimal order norm } ¨ }m on V is defined by
}v}m :“ supt|fpvq| : f : V Ñ C is a stateu.
The maximal order norm } ¨ }M on V is defined by
}v}M :“ inft
nÿ
i“1
|λi|}vi} : v “
nÿ
i“1
λivi with vi P Vh and λi P Cu.
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose that pV, V `, eV q and pW,W
`, eW q are Archimedean ordered
˚-vector spaces.
(1) We have pV bmin W q
` “ pVh bmin Whq
`. Hence, the minimal tensor product
V bmin W is an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space.
(2) We have pV bmax W q
` “ pVh bmax Whq
`. Hence, the maximal tensor product
V bmax W is an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space.
(3) The minimal order norm induced by the minimal tensor product is a cross norm
with respect to the minimal order norms of V and W .
(4) The maximal order norm induced by the maximal tensor product is a subcross
norm with respect to the maximal order norms of V and W .
Proof. (1) First, let us show that pV bmin W q
` Ă Vh bWh. Let z “
řn
k“1 vk b wk P
pV bmin W q
`. We may assume that each vk is Hermitian and tvku
n
k“1 is R-linearly
independent. For f P SpV q and g P SpW q, we have
nÿ
k“1
fpvkqgpw
˚
kq “
nÿ
k“1
fpvkqgpwkq “ pf b gqpzq “ pf b gqpzq “
nÿ
k“1
fpvkqgpwkq.
It follows that
fp
nÿ
k“1
gpwk ´ w
˚
kqvkq “ 0
for all f P SpV q. By [PT, Proposition 3.12], we have
řn
k“1 gpwk ´ w
˚
kqvk “ 0. We see
that
nÿ
k“1
pRegpwk´w
˚
kqqvk “
nÿ
k“1
Repgpwk´w
˚
kqvkq “ 0 “
nÿ
k“1
Impgpwk´w
˚
kqvkq “
nÿ
k“1
pImgpwk´w
˚
kqqvk.
Since tvku
n
k“1 is R-linearly independent, we have gpwk ´ w
˚
kq “ 0 for all g P SpW q and
1 ď k ď n. By [PT, Proposition 3.12] again, wk is Hermitian.
For a real functional f : Vh Ñ R, the complexification f˜ : V Ñ C is defined by
f˜pvq “ fp
v ` v˚
2
q ` ifp
v ´ v˚
2i
q
[PT, Definition 3.9]. Then, f : Vh Ñ R is a state if and only if f˜ : V Ñ C is a state [PT,
Proposition 3.10]. Moreover, every state on V is realized in this form [PT, Proposition
3.11]. It follows that
pV bmin W q
` “ pVh bmin Whq
`.
(3) We denote by } ¨}VbminW,m the minimal order norm induced by the minimal tensor
product V bmin W . For v P V and w PW , we have
}v}m}w}m “ supt|pf b gqpv b wq| : f P SpV q, g P SpW qu ď }v b w}VbminW,m
because f b g P SpV bmin W q. For a state F on V bmin W , we let
F pv b wq “ eiθ|F pv b wq| and u “ e´iθv.
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Then, we have
|F pv b wq|
“F pub wq
“F p
1
2
ub w `
1
2
u˚ b w˚q
“F pp
u` u˚
2
q b p
w ` w˚
2
q ´ p
u´ u˚
2i
q b p
w ´ w˚
2i
qq
ď}p
u` u˚
2
q b p
w ` w˚
2
q ´ p
u´ u˚
2i
q b p
w ´ w˚
2i
q}VhbminWh
“ supt|fp
u` u˚
2
qgp
w ` w˚
2
q ´ fp
u´ u˚
2i
qgp
w ´ w˚
2i
q| : f P SpVhq, g P SpWhqu
ď supt|pfp
u` u˚
2
q ` ifp
u´ u˚
2i
qqpgp
w ` w˚
2
q ` igp
w ´ w˚
2i
qq| : f P SpVhq, g P SpWhqu
“ supt|f˜puqg˜pwq| : f P SpVhq, g P SpWhqu
“}u}m}w}m
“}v}m}w}m.
(4) We denote by } ¨ }VbmaxW,M the maximal order norm induced by the maximal
tensor product V bmax W . For v P V and w PW , we write
v “
mÿ
k“1
λkvk and w “
nÿ
l“1
µlwl
for λk, µl P C and vk P Vh, wl PWh. Then we have
v b w “
ÿ
1ďkďm
1ďlďn
λkµl vk b wl
and
p
mÿ
k“1
|λk|}vk}qp
nÿ
l“1
|µl|}wl}q “
ÿ
1ďkďm
1ďlďn
|λkµl|}vk b wl}VhbmaxWh.
It follows that
}v b w}VbmaxW,M ď }v}M}w}M .

For the definitions of OMIN and OMAX in the following proposition, we refer to
[PTT, Definition 3.3] and [PTT, Definition 3.12].
Proposition 5.3. For an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space V , we have
MnpOMINpV qq
` “ pMnpCq bmin V q
` and MnpOMAXpV qq
` “ pMnpCq bmax V q
`.
Proof. For f P SpMnpCqq and g P SpV q, we have
fprgpvijqspi,jqq “ fp
nÿ
i,j“1
gpvijqeijq “
nÿ
i,j“1
fpeijqgpvijq “ pf b gqp
nÿ
i,j“1
eij b vijq.
The first identity follows from [PTT, Theorem 3.2]. 
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Hereafter, we list the complex versions of the statements in Sections 3 and 4. Their
proofs are similar to those of real cases, or the restriction and the complexification [PT,
Remark 3.14] enable us to reduce them to the real cases. Hence, most proofs will be
omitted.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that V,W and Z are Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces
and Φ : V ˆ W Ñ Z is a bilinear map such that Φpv, wq P Z` for all v P V ` and
w PW`. Then, there exists a unique positive linear map Φ˜ : V bmax W Ñ Z such that
Φpv, wq “ Φ˜pv b wq.
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that S : V1 Ñ V2 and T : W1 Ñ W2 are unital positive
linear maps for Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces V1, V2,W1,W2. Then
(1) S b T : V1 bmin W1 Ñ V2 bmin W2 is a unital positive linear map.
(2) S b T : V1 bmax W1 Ñ V2 bmax W2 is a unital positive linear map.
Definition 5.6. Suppose that T : V ÑW is a unital positive surjective linear map for
Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces V and W . We call T : V ÑW an order quotient
map if for any w in W` and ε ą 0, we can find an element v in V such that
v ` εeV P V
` and T pvq “ w.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose that T : V Ñ W is a unital positive surjective linear map
for Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces V and W . Then T : V Ñ W is an order
quotient map if and only if T˜ : V { ker T ÑW is an order isomorphism.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that T : V Ñ W is a unital positive linear map for
Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces V and W . Then
(1) T : V Ñ W is an order embedding if and only if it is an isometry with respect
to the minimal order norms, and
(2) T : V Ñ W is an order quotient map if it is a quotient map with respect to the
order norms.
Proof. (1) This follows from [PT, Theorem 4.22].
(2) In the proof of Proposition 3.8, we consider the Hermitian lifting 1
2
pv ` v˚q. 
Theorem 5.9. (1) For Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces V1, V2,W and a unital
order embedding ι : V1 Ñ V2, the linear map ι b idW : V1 bmin W Ñ V2 bmin W is a
unital order embedding.
(2) For Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces V1, V2,W and an order quotient map
Q : V1 Ñ V2, the linear map Q b idW : V1 bmax W Ñ V2 bmax W is an order quotient
map.
Proof. (1) Combining [PT, Corollary 2.15] with [PT, Proposition 3.11], we obtain a
Hahn-Banach type theorem for a state on an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space. 
Definition 5.10. An Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space V is called nuclear if the
identity
V bmin W “ V bmax W
holds for any Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space W .
Proposition 5.11. An Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space V is nuclear if and only if
the Archimedean ordered space Vh is nuclear.
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Proof. Let W be an Archimedean ordered space and WC :“ W ‘ iW be its complexi-
fication [PT, Remark 3.14]. The conclusion follows from
pVh bmin W q
` “ pV bmin W
Cq` and pVh bmax W q
` “ pV bmax W
Cq`.

Theorem 5.12. Suppose that Φ : V Ñ W is a unital positive map for Archimedean
ordered ˚-vector spaces V and W . The following are equivalent:
(i) the map
idA b Φ : Abmin V Ñ Abmax W
is positive for any Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space A;
(ii) the map
idE b Φ : E bmin V Ñ E bmax W
is positive for any finite dimensional Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space E;
(iii) there exist nets of unital positive maps ϕλ : V Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
pCq and ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
pCq Ñ W
such that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to the map Φ in the point-norm topology.
Proof. piiq ñ piiiq. The map
idE b Φ|Vh : E bmin Vh Ñ E bmax Wh
is positive for any finite dimensional Archimedean ordered space E. By Theorem 4.3,
there exist nets of unital positive maps ϕλ : Vh Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
pRq and ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
pRq Ñ Wh such
that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to Φ|Vh in the point-norm topology. Let ϕ˜λ : V Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
pCq and
ψ˜λ : ℓ
8
nλ
pCq Ñ W be the complexifications of ϕ and ψ, respectively. Then, ψ˜λ ˝ ϕ˜λ
converges to the map Φ in the point-norm topology. 
Theorem 5.13. Let V be an Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space. The following are
equivalent:
(i) V is nuclear;
(ii) we have
V bmin E “ V bmax E
for any finite dimensional Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space E;
(iii) there exist nets of unital positive maps ϕλ : V Ñ ℓ
8
nλ
pCq and ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
pCq Ñ V
such that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to idV in the point-norm topology;
(iv) there exist nets of weak˚-continuous unital positive maps ϕλ : V
˚˚ Ñ ℓ8nλpCq
and ψλ : ℓ
8
nλ
pCq Ñ V ˚˚ such that ψλ ˝ ϕλ converges to idV ˚˚ in the point-weak
˚
topology;
(v) the second dual V ˚˚ is injective;
(vi) given V Ă V ˚˚ Ă CpKq with a compact set K, there exists a unital positive map
Φ : CpKq Ñ V ˚˚ such that Φ|V “ idV ;
(vii) given both any Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space W1 containing V and an
Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space W2, the inclusion V bmaxW2 ĂW1bmaxW2
is an order embedding;
(viii) given both any Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space W containing V and a finite
dimensional Archimedean ordered ˚-vector space E, the inclusion V bmax E Ă
W bmax E is an order embedding;
(ix) given both any Archimedean ordered ˚-vector spaces W1 Ă W2, the inclusion
V bmax W1 Ă V bmax W2 is an order embedding;
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(x) the state space SpVhq is a Choquet simplex.
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